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miLife System Overview

The Desktop
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Shortcuts from the miLife device

Split screen tiles across to create

to the base computers allow

a 960x768 slate screen, or two

for direct browsing

seperate 480x768 screens

Custom icons reflect
those of the base computers,
in this case, home and work

Desktop background allows
customization

Start menu
contains links to:
Contacts
Applications

Status icons indicate:

SmartSearch

Wireless signal strength

Control Panels

Remaining battery power

Printers/Faxes

Volume control

Text Input

Current time

Help System
Shutdown

Desktop icon minimizes

Applications that are running

all running applications

have icons on this bar

Left Screen

Right Screen

This is the desktop view of the miLife device.

This screen initially shows the right side of the miLife

The initial presentation gives the user access to the

desktop and the system tray, including icons that indicate

familiar start menu and task bar. It also presents icon

system status and the current time.

links to the user’s base computers, creating the
impression that the files are within easy reach.
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Smart Search
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Search overlay provides an
area for written queries

Left Screen
Pressing the Smart Search button on the case of
the miLife device activates the search overlay. This
overlay provides an area to write the search query.
The search interface can also be called from
an option in the start menu.
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Smart Search
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Dynamic generation of search
Preview of selected document

result list, ranked by relevance

Document metadata

User begins
to write in a query

List of related files based
on criteria such as:
Frequent access to file
File use (i.e. copying/moving)
Matching/related content
Pattern-matching file name
File path allows navigation
to the folders containing
the document

Left Screen

Right Screen

The Smart Search system translates the user’s

When the Smart Search system settles on a top search

handwriting into text and provides visual confirmation

result, it displays detailed results.

of the translated query.
The user can double click the preview icon to open the
As soon as the system has enough input to focus a

document in the current window, or drag it to the left

search, it begins dynamically displaying results in a

window to open it there.

list, which narrows as the user continues writing.
Alternately, the user can double click or drag the file
The user can scroll through the results by using the

path to open the file. This method is followed by a quick

touchpad or stylus.

animation of the file location, progressing through the
folder hierarchy.
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Smart Search
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Close and minimize buttons,
moved away from scroll bar to
reduce clicking error

Document opens within the
current screen

Document can be navigated via
the scroll bar, or by using the
device trackpad

Icon indicates that the

Thumbnail bar displays icons

Microsoft Word application

for all the documents currently

is now running

open on that screen

Left Screen

Right Screen

The Smart Search overlay disappears once a file has

Opened documents occupy the full screen. They can

been selected. If no files are open on the left screen,

be moved from screen to screen, but always display

the desktop pattern is shown.

in a maximized view to reduce the screen area lost
to window chrome.
Documents can be minimized into the thumbnail bar,
which displays icons for each document currently
opened on that screen. Icons can be dragged from
screen to screen, or closed via the “x”.
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Multitasking
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User selects the desired file
from the list, and can either
click to open in the current
window or drag the file to

Document bubble appears

the opposite window

as the user drags the file to
the left screen to open

User clicks and holds the
thumbnail document to access
a list of related files

Right Screen
After accessing a file related to the currently opened
file, the user can choose to drag the file from the list
to the opposite window. Multiple related files can be
opened in this way. When more than one file is open
in a window, the files form a stack that is navigated
via the icons in the thumbnail bar.
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Multitasking
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Thumbnail icon appears
for the newly opened
document

Icon indicates that the
Adobe Acrobat application
is now running

Left Screen
The file opens in the left screen, scaled to fit the
document window. Files can be zoomed and panned
via the trackpad on the back of the miLife device.
The split screen nature of the miLife device allows the
user to have multiple documents open at once and to
compare files side by side.
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Enriched Communication
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Information about contacts,
including phone numbers or
User icon, indicating

e-mail address is displayed in

online status

the search result list
Patrick’s miLife Device

Contact information, including
clickable links for e-mail and
IM and large-display phone
number for ease of reference
for dialing on external phone

List of related files

The Smart Search system can

and contacts.

be used to find contacts

Contacts can also be accessed
through the start menu

Left Screen

Right Screen

The Smart Search interface can be used to find

It’s possible to share documents with other miLife

contacts in the user’s address book. People who

users. Upon selecting a user to share with, the user

appear in the contact list can be added to the miLife

drags the desired person’s contact icon to the screen

personal sharing network.

they would like to share.
This sends a sharing invitation.
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Enriched Communication
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The second miLife device
(belonging to the other contact)
is customized with a link to his
work computer
Bill’s miLife Device

The Desktop of the
miLife device has also
been personalized

Icon indicates an incoming
share inviation

Left Screen

Right Screen

Each user has his or her own miLife device

The user is in a state of multi-tasking when a sharing

customized with personal files and applications.

invitation arrives. A new icon appears in the thumbnail
bar. It shows the photo and name of the sender and
slowly pulses to draw attention.
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Enriched Communication
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Information is displayed about

A dimmed view of the top-most

the user, including his icon

file to be shared is displayed in

and name

the background

Icons indicate the nature of
the incoming shared files

A space is provided to write a
message to the sender

Upon selecting the thumbnail,
a share invitation appears

Right Screen
Once the user clicks the share icon, a window
displays the nature of the invitation. This allows the
user to accept or decline the shared session, based
on information about the other user and the nature
of files to be shared.

